2014 SWIMMING CARNIVAL

Dear Parent,

This year’s school Swimming Carnival will be held on **Friday 14th February 2014** at Merrylands Pool, Burnett Street Merrylands.

Students are to make their own way to the venue by **8.45am**. Roll call will take place outside the pool at this time. The carnival will commence at **9.00am**, and conclude at approximately **2.30pm**. All students will be dismissed from the pool at this time. Any student wishing to re-enter must pay entry fee and do so at their own risk after finishing time.

Students **must** wear Sports Uniform on the day.

Apart from the structured carnival races, other structured water activities will also occur for competent swimmers only. Students will be assessed before being allowed to partake in the water activities. Students will need a hat, towel, swimmers and sunscreen and should bring their lunch and a drink. With the recent hot weather it will be important to stay hydrated throughout the day by regularly drinking water. Please avoid bringing valuables to the carnival. The pools canteen will also be in operation on the day.

Cost of entry for students will be **$5.00**. Parents spectating will be free. Competitors who finish 1st or 2nd in Freestyle, 1st in Breaststroke and butterfly will advance to the Zone Carnival. Other students will be selected to compete in Relays.

In the case of inclement weather students should ring the school or check the schools website where a message will be left concerning the running of the carnival.

For your child to attend this carnival, please complete and return the attached permission note along with the medical information form **ON THE DAY OF THE CARNIVAL TO THE POOL**.

**Students will not be allowed into the pool unless they have their signed permission note on the day.**

Yours sincerely,
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Carnival Coordinator
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